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Abstract6

The neutron time-of-flight spectrometer NEAT at BER II is currently undergo-

ing a major upgrade where an important aspect is the prevention of parasitic

scattering to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Here, we discuss the impact of

shielding to suppress parasitic scattering from two identified sources of back-

ground: the sample environment and detector tubes. By means of Monte Carlo

simulations and a modification of the analytical model of Copley et al. [Copley

and Cook, 1994], the visibility functions of instrument parts are computed for

different shielding configurations. According to three selection criteria, namely

suppression of background, transmission and detection limit, the parameters of

an oscillating radial collimator are optimized for NEAT’s default setup. More-

over, different configurations of detector shielding are discussed to prevent cross-

talk within the radial detector system.

1. Outline of the NEAT spectrometer7

The direct time-of-flight cold neutron spectrometer NEAT at BER II is de-8

veloped to study dynamics in the time domain from 10−13–10−11 s and structure9

at the nanometre scale. Currently, it has almost completed a comprehensive10

upgrade to maintain its competitive edge among the best in the class of instru-11

ments worldwide.12

NEAT uses a ballistic neutron guide with supermirror optics to transport13

the neutrons. The guide starts 1.5m behind the cold source and ends in an14
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exchangeable focusing section 30 cm or 50 cm before the sample position, which15

is 64 m away from the surface of the cold source. An integrated, about 30m16

long cascade of seven choppers realises well-defined neutron pulses in the range17

from 2–18 Å.18

Around the sample, 416 position sensitive 3He-detector tubes of 2 m height19

and 2.54 cm diameter are arranged radially at a distance of 3 m. The detectors20

are composed of 13 structural units, so-called detector modules, comprising 3221

detector tubes, in total covering an angle from −81° to 143° in the horizontal22

direction and about ±18° vertically.23

The end section of the neutron guide as well as the secondary spectrometer24

are placed in a vacuum chamber whose inner surface is covered with Cd.25

2. Background suppression26

In spectroscopy the signals of interest are generally accompanied by signals27

that lack the characteristic features of the object under consideration. The latter28

usually differ in origin and are subsumed as noise. With regard to neutrons as29

the incident radiation energy, a large amount of noise stems from parts of the30

instrument where neutrons scatter inadvertently or their absorption process31

emits gamma rays that trigger detector readouts [1]. Consequently, it is crucial32

to eliminate sources of spurious scattering since the background can hide the33

fine (e.g. inelastic) features of a signal.34

In this spirit, the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer NEAT is designed to35

avoid spurious scattering within the flight path. From a neutron’s point of view,36

the secondary spectrometer consists of the sample, the sample environment37

(SE), and the detectors; the entire setup is placed in a vacuum to minimize38

parasitic scattering from air. However, two main sources of spurious scattering39

exist: the sample environment and the detector tubes. The former varies as40

a broad range of sample conditions will be realized to cover a wide scope of41

applications, while the latter is indispensable as a container for the 3He detection42

gas.43
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If spurious scattering within the flight path is inevitable, it is convenient44

to catch unwanted neutrons using shielding composed of elements with large45

absorption cross sections, such as Cd, B or Gd which are mounted between the46

sample and the detectors. When the detectors surround the sample radially, as47

in the case of NEAT, thin shielding plates point to the centre of symmetry, i.e.48

the position of the sample. With this arrangement, neutrons originating from49

the sample are likely to pass while the chance of absorbing a neutron increases50

as its origin deviates from the sample position. Since the performance of the51

shielding relies on its geometry, a neutron becomes more likely to be absorbed52

as a shielding approaches the scattering location. For this reason and to keep53

matter within the flight path to a minimum, shields are preferably kept small54

and located as close as possible to the source of background.55

In accordance with the two identified origins of parasitic scattering in NEAT’s56

setup, two kinds of shielding are considered. One set of shields composes the57

radial collimator which surrounds the sample and the sample environment to58

catch scattering from the vicinity of the centre of symmetry. In strain scanning59

analysis, the device is used to define a small part of the sample [2–6], while in60

neutron diffractometers [7–14] and neutron time-of-flight spectrometers [15–21],61

its focus comprises the entire sample masking the sample environment. In the62

latter case, usually the device constantly rotates back and forth by a few degrees63

to average out the shadows cast from the vanes over the detectors [12]; if so,64

it is called an oscillating radial collimator (ORC). With regard to its construc-65

tion, one usually relies on the focus of the radial collimator, i.e. the area that66

is visible from outside, but leaves the implementation of the focusing unsettled:67

neither an optimum length nor number of shields are specified. Moreover, a re-68

cent comparison [19] shows that radial collimators in operation lack a consistent69

correlation between the focused area and the beam size.70

The second kind of shielding prevents the detection of neutrons that are71

back-scattered from other detectors, sometimes denoted as cross-talk. The de-72

tector shields are placed between the detector tubes and protrude towards the73

sample to some extent. Here, a variety of shielding concepts can be found,74
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ranging from small shields between single detector tubes [17], to larger shields75

enclosing a certain number of tubes [22–25], to a combination of both [26]. This76

is remarkable since the general design of the instruments is similar in the sense77

that a large detector array surrounds a sample radially.78

We conclude that although radial collimators and detector shielding are79

widely used, the theoretical framework lacks a general approach towards op-80

timizing the performance by design. Here, we will introduce our proceedings to81

find the optimum shielding for the upgrade of the neutron time-of-flight spec-82

trometer NEAT. To address this problem, the remainder of this paper is orga-83

nized as follows. In Section 3, we will give the details of the methods employed,84

where we pursue a two-fold approach for oscillating radial collimators by inves-85

tigating an analytical model in Section 3.1.1 supplemented by a Monte Carlo86

ray-tracing method in Section 3.1.2, while Section 3.2 is devoted to a stochastic87

treatment of detector shielding. Section 4 presents the results and discussions88

individually according to the ORCs in Section 4.1 and detector shielding setups89

in Section 4.2, before we close with a summary in Section 5.90

3. Models and methods91

To investigate the performance of the shielding, the visibility of certain ar-92

eas within the instrument are calculated from a detector’s point of view. For93

convenience, the shielding is assumed to absorb neutrons ideally, which means94

that the absorption process discards neutrons but neither causes scattering nor95

emits side products, such as gamma radiation. Since radial collimators and de-96

tector shielding aim at different regions of the instrument, they can be discussed97

independently from one another for the most part.98

3.1. Oscillating radial collimator99

NEAT is a promising tool for investigating samples of various states of mat-100

ter, ranging from unordered fluids, to glasses featuring some short-range order,101

to single crystals with a strict symmetry. To optimize the background suppres-102

sion on a universal level, we abstract from particular features of the sample and103

assume an isotropic incoherent scatterer.104
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Figure 1: Sketch of the two-dimensional analytical model considering an infinitesimal thin
annulus of radius r inside an ORC defined by radii r1, r2 and repeat angle 2α surrounded by
a radial detector system at the distance R from the centre of symmetry. Rotating by γ′, a
trajectory becomes parallel to the abscissa at a distance b.

Surrounding the sample, an oscillating radial collimator is considered, which105

is defined by three parameters: the inner radius r1, the outer radius r2, and106

the repeat angle 2α that determines the angular spacing between adjacent col-107

limator vanes. In fact, the thickness of the collimator vanes is also a crucial108

parameter, as it affects the transmission [5] and the sample’s virtual centre of109

gravity [4]. However, its effect on the performance of ORCs is straightforward,110

and it results that the vanes should be as thin as possible. Throughout this111

study, a constant vane thickness of 2δ = 0.16 mm is assumed, realized e.g. in the112

ENGIN diffractometer [5].113

In the following, radial collimators are treated irrespective of detector shield-114

ing, as in case of the NEAT, the latter would be sufficiently distant from the115

area of interest and, thus, can be neglected regarding SE suppression.116
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3.1.1. Analytical model117

The effectiveness of a radial collimator is based on its ability to discriminate118

between trajectories in such a way the discrimination is independent of the vec-119

tor component along the symmetry axis of the ORC (i.e. along its height). Thus,120

the two-dimensional geometric model proposed by Copley et al. [27] should faith-121

fully reflect the fundamental physics. In the following, we briefly recapitulate122

the mathematical treatment of the so-called ‘constant blade thickness ORC’ and123

the resulting equations. However, the interested reader is referred to [27] whose124

notation is adopted.125

Copley et al. consider an infinitesimal thin annulus of radius r centred inside126

an ORC and surrounded by a radial detector, as shown in Fig. 1. If scattered127

at the annulus, a neutron must pass the collimator without hitting a collimator128

vane to reach the detector. With respect to the radial symmetry of the setup, we129

introduce polar coordinates to define the starting and end points of a neutron’s130

trajectory. The location of the scattering event P at the annulus is determined131

by the distance r and angle ϕP , whereas the point of detection D is given by132

the detector radius R and the detection angle ϕD. A rotation by an angle of133

γ′ reduces a given configuration of P and D to a trajectory which is parallel to134

the abscissa at a distance of b. As a result of this transformation, the distance135

b determines the incident angle of the trajectory related to the collimator vanes136

and its probability of passing. Since NEAT’s detector radius R is large compared137

to the radius of the annulus r, the relevant angles are small and we may apply138

the small angle approximation to yield139

b = r sinψ (1)

where we switched to the detector’s point of view since ψ = ϕP − ϕD can be

considered as the apparent angle in relation to D. The transmission t of a
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trajectory can be written as a triangular function of the form

t (b) = β1/α, ∣b∣ ≤ δ,

= t0 (1 − ∣b∣/b0) , δ ≤ ∣b∣ ≤ b0,

= 0, ∣b∣ ≥ b0, (2)

where δ is one-half the thickness of the collimator vanes. To yield Eq. (2), the140

oscillation of the radial collimator is taken into account in an averaged manner.141

The parameter t0, defined as142

t0 = (β1 + β2) /2α, (3)

is related to the maximum transmission of a collimator and the ‘maximum143

impact parameter’ b0 determines the threshold value of b for a trajectory to144

pass the ORC, written as145

b0 = (β1 + β2) rc (4)

with the characteristic radius rc given by146

r−1c = r−11 − r−12 . (5)

The parameter β2 arising in Eqs. (3) and (4) defines one-half the angular spacing147

between adjacent collimator vanes at the outer radius r2, whereas β1 represents148

the corresponding quantity at the inner radius r1.149

To determine the amount of the annulus that is seen by a given detection150

point D, one can define a visibility function V (r) as the transmission t(b)151

averaged over all apparent angles ψ:152

V (r) = 1

2π
∫

2π

0
t(b)dψ. (6)

To evaluate V (r), one has to consider a width of the neutron beam of 2W153

that may illuminate the entire annulus or just a part of it. As long as r ≤ W ,154

the entire annulus is illuminated by neutrons and the visibility function V (r)155

is independent of the detection angle ϕD. In this case, Eq. (6) becomes156

V (r) = 2t0
π
[ψb −

ψδδ

b0
+ r (cosψb − cosψδ)

b0
] (7)
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where ψb and ψδ depend either on b0 written as

ψb = sin−1 (
b0
r
) , b0 ≤ r,

= π
2
, b0 ≥ r, (8)

or on δ given through

ψδ = sin−1 (
δ

r
) , δ ≤ r,

= π
2
, δ ≥ r. (9)

If r > W , the treatment becomes more cumbersome, as arc sections may be157

visible (see Fig. 6 of [27]) and, thus, the visibility function depends on the158

angle. As a result, only a certain range of ψ is considered in computing the159

visibility function of Eq. (6), which may be written as160

VW (r, ϕD) =
1

π

2

∑
l=1
H (ψ+l − ψ−l )∫

ψ+l

ψ−
l

t (b)dψ (10)

where H (ψ+l − ψ−l ) is the Heaviside function

H (ψ+l − ψ−l ) = 0, ψ+l − ψ−l < 0

H (ψ+l − ψ−l ) = 1, ψ+l − ψ−l ≥ 0 (11)

determining whether an arc section is seen by the detection point D or not. The

boundaries of ψ are given by

ψ−1 =max (−ϕD − ψW ,−ψb)

ψ+1 =min (−ϕD + ψW , ψb)

ψ−2 =max (π − ϕD − ψW ,−ψb)

ψ+2 =min (π − ϕD + ψW , ψb) (12)

where the operator ‘max’ or ‘min’ yields the larger or smaller term of the brack-

eted expressions, respectively, and ψW is given by

ψW = sin−1 (
W

r
) , W ≤ r,

= π
2
, W ≥ r. (13)
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Ideally, in neutron experiments, the sample diameter matches the beam161

dimensions, so that the scope 0 ≤ r ≤ W is assumed to belong to the sample.162

This area emits the signal of interest and its visibility is given by V (r) of Eq.163

(7). Thus, the transmission tan of an ORC can be written as164

tan =W −1 ∫
W

0

V (r)
V ncW (r)

dr (14)

where the denominator refers to the visibility function for the setup without165

ORC given through166

V ncW (r) =
ψW
π/2

. (15)

An annulus larger than the sample, i.e. W < r ≤ rSE , corresponds to the167

sample environment, i.e. the source of parasitic scattering, given by VW (r, ϕD)168

of Eq. (10). With it we may define the quality factor QW of an ORC as169

QW (ϕD) = ∫
W
0 rV (r)dr

∫
rSE

W rVW (r, ϕD)dr
(16)

where the integrals need some comment: the visibility functions yield the trans-170

mission of an annulus of radius r. Since we integrate over annuli of varying171

radius, the factor r arises in the integrand to ‘weight’ an annulus according to172

its scattering probability that goes with the radius. This holds for the numerator173

and denominator, which implies that the SE is considered to be a continuous174

region with the same scattering characteristics as the sample. Moreover, the175

integral of the denominator is performed up to the outer radius of the sample176

environment rSE . This takes a feature of the NEAT instrument into account177

where the entire setup of sample, sample environment, collimator, and detector178

is placed in a vacuum. As a result, the range rSE ≤ r ≤ r1 is assumed to bear179

a negligible scattering probability. Consequently, Eq. (16) can be considered as180

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a setup in vacuum at the detection angle ϕD.181

By relating QW (ϕD) to the same quantity of a corresponding setup without182

collimator given through183

QncW =
W 2/2

(r2SE/π) sin
−1 (W /rSE) + (W /π)

√
r2SE −W 2 −W 2/2

(17)
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outer radius / thickness of Al ring [mm]
sample environment no. 1 no. 2 no. 3 no. 4

Orange Cryofurnace (OF) 76.5 / 1.5 63.8 / 1.2 41.5 / 1.0 33.8 / 1.2
Orange Standard (OS) 77.0 / 1.5 62.5 / 1.2 56.5 / 0.9 26.2 / 1.2
Orange Maxi (OM) 122.0 / 1.5 100.0 / 1.6 76.0 / 0.5 51.5 / 1.5
Vertical Magnet (VM-2) 234.0 / 2.0 158.5 / 7.0 54.5 / 1.9 31.5 / 1.5

Table 1: Outer radius and thickness of Al rings (from outside to inside) mimicking the sample
environments in Vitess calculations.

one may define the figure of merit as184

Gan (ϕD) =
QW (ϕD)
QncW

(18)

yielding the factor by which the SNR is increased by using an ORC.185

In general, Gan (ϕD) depends on the detection angle, but for a specific instru-186

ment setup of fixed W and rSE , the figure of merit as well as its dependence187

on ϕD both are governed by the maximum impact parameter b0 (a detailed188

derivation is given in Appendix A). Consequently, for an isotropic scatterer it189

makes sense to introduce a mean figure of merit by integrating Gan (ϕD) over190

the detection angels cast as191

⟨Gan⟩ =
1

ϕ2 − ϕ1 ∫
ϕ2

ϕ1

Gan (ϕD)dϕD (19)

where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the lower and upper boundaries of the detection angle,192

respectively. ⟨Gan⟩ can be considered as an ORC’s impact on the signal-to-193

noise ratio of an isotropic scatterer achieved by a detection system.194

In retrospect, we make some minor changes to the proposed treatment given195

in [27] by introducing (i) the outer dimension of the sample environment rSE in196

Eqs. (16) and (17), (ii) an angle-averaged figure of merit through Eq. (19), and197

(iii) the detector geometry via Eq. (19).198

Throughout the calculations, we use ϕ1 = −81°, ϕ2 = 143°, rSE = 122 mm199

(outermost radius no. 1 of OM in Table 1), 2W = 30 mm and 2δ = 0.16 mm.200

The integrals are numerically evaluated with ∆r = 0.1 mm and ∆ϕD = 0.001°.201
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3.1.2. Monte Carlo ray-tracing method202

To complement the analytical approach, we employed the Monte Carlo ray-203

tracing method implemented in the software package Vitess [28–32] (version 3.1),204

which treats three-dimensional neutron trajectories explicitly by time, position,205

direction, and wavelength. Vitess has a modular structure, where independent206

modules mimic the consecutive components of the instrument and assign prob-207

abilities to trajectories on the basis of random choices.208

The simulation of NEAT’s primary spectrometer comprises the cold source,209

a ballistic neutron guide [33] more than 60 m long including curved and focus-210

ing sections, and seven choppers described in more detail elsewhere [34]. The211

chopper configuration and focusing sections realize a beam size approximately212

3 cm wide and 6 cm high at the sample position, with a wavelength of 5.1 Å213

and a maximum divergence of about ±1.5°.214

The secondary spectrometer starts with the walls of a sample environment215

defined in Table 1 where the OM is employed if not otherwise mentioned. The216

discrete walls of the SE mimic aluminum with a macroscopic inverse total scat-217

tering length of Σs,Al = 0.09 cm−1 [35]. Therein a cylindrical sample of 3 cm218

diameter and 6 cm height is enclosed, roughly matching the beam dimensions219

in accordance with the preceding analytical model. To make contact with the220

experimental conditions, the powder sample module is used with the ‘incoher-221

ent scattering’ and ‘treat all neutrons’ option, to ensure that the walls of the222

SE behind the sample are exposed to the incident beam. The sample is as-223

sumed to be a 10% incoherent scatterer with Σs,s = 0.045 cm−1, i.e. the chance224

for scattering a neutron incoherently is 0.1 while the coherent cross section is225

zero. However, the sample neither takes into account self-shielding nor multi-226

ple scattering, but a neutron may be scattered at the sample and at different227

components of SE. Leaving the sequence SE–sample–SE, neutrons pass or get228

absorbed by an oscillating radial collimator of variable design but constant vane229

thickness of 2δ = 0.16 mm. Finally, trajectories may reach the cylindrical detec-230

tor system of 3 m radius made up of detector tubes of 2.54 cm diameter and 2 m231
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height, which cover the horizontal range from ϕ1 = −81° to ϕ2 = 143° related to232

the incident beam. Trajectories that are neither scattered at the sample nor the233

sample environment are absorbed by a beam stop located before the detectors.234

To make contact with the analytical model, the transmission is defined as235

⟨tmc⟩ =
1

ϕ2 − ϕ1 ∫
ϕ2

ϕ1

tmc (ϕD)dϕD (20)

where tmc = Is,c (ϕD) /Is,nc (ϕD) refers to the ratio of intensities originating236

from the sample in the setup with ORC (Is,c) and without collimator (Is,nc).237

According to Eqs. (16)–(19) the average figure of merit is238

⟨Gmc⟩ =
1

ϕ2 − ϕ1 ∫
ϕ2

ϕ1

Gmc (ϕD)dϕD (21)

with Gmc (ϕD) = SNRc (ϕD) /SNRnc (ϕD) being the ratio of signal-to-noise239

ratio of the setup with ORC to the SNR of the situation without ORC. The240

signal-to-noise ratio is computed through241

SNR (ϕD) =
Is (ϕD)
ISE (ϕD)

(22)

where Is (ϕD) is the intensity originating from the sample while intensity ISE (ϕD)242

comprises the trajectories that are scattered at the sample environment (at least243

once). All the integrals of Eqs. (20) and (21) were numerically evaluated using244

∆ϕD = 5°.245

3.2. Detector shielding246

Although the constructions are related to one another, the treatment of247

detector shielding differs in principle from that of radial collimators because the248

trajectories of interest start and end within the same region. As a consequence,249

the quantification of the cross-talk requires the computation of the self-visibility250

Vs of the detection area, which is performed stochastically through251

Vs =
Ic
It

(23)

where It is the total number of created trajectories determined by a random252

starting point at the detection area and a random flight direction while Ic is the253

number of trajectories that hit the detection area.254
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Figure 2: Sketch of NEAT’s geometry (top view) used to compute the self-visibility of the
detector system (grey). Black lines resemble the neutron absorbing instrument parts, com-
prising instrument walls, dead angle of 136°, oscillating radial collimator, and shielding. Here,
12 module shields of various lengths are shown.

Consider NEAT’s detector system covering a part of a cylinder of 3 m radius,255

2 m height and realizing a total detection angle of ∆ϕ = ϕ2−ϕ1 = 224°, sketched256

in Fig. 2. The detection area is bounded by walls at ϕ2, ϕ1 that protrude 2.20257

m toward the sample position and that enclose a dead angle of 136°. Starting258

at the detection area, the shielding may protrude towards the sample position259

to intercept the line-of-sight between parts of the detection system. The shields260

are rectangular and match the height of the detectors, while their thickness is261

assumed to be negligible.262

Besides the shielding, a radial collimator can decrease Vs since it is unlikely263

that a neutron will pass its arrangement of neutron absorbing vanes. If in place,264

a cylindrical region defined by the ORC’s outer radius r2 = 578 mm around the265

sample position is blocked, where its height is assumed to match the height of266

the detectors as NEAT’s design prevents neutrons from passing above or below267
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the radial collimator. Since the complexity of the instrument geometry is kept268

to an absolute minimum, neither how the detector system is made up out of269

the tubes, nor the details of the radial collimator other than its outer radius are270

considered.271

Assuming that the detection area is homogeneously illuminated by a sam-272

ple’s isotropic scattering and that the detector tubes back-scatter isotropically273

as well, the self-visibility function Vs of the three-dimensional detector system is274

computed through a Monte Carlo algorithm of the following form: (i) Generate275

a random starting position within the detection area for a neutron trajectory;276

(ii) Create a random flight direction for the trajectory; (iii) If a radial collimator277

is in place, check whether the trajectory intersects the ORC’s outer radius r2;278

(iv) Check whether the trajectory intersects a detector shield; (v) If the trajec-279

tory neither intersects the ORC nor the shielding, check whether the trajectory280

intersects the detection area (at a position different from the starting point);281

(vi) repeat steps (i) to (v).282

The number of trajectories that intersect the detection area (a second time)283

without being blocked by another instrument part is proportional to the inten-284

sity of detected cross-talk, and denoted by Ic, while the remaining trajectories285

are assumed to be absorbed. The total number of created trajectories It was on286

the order of 106 to 109 in this study.287

4. Results and discussion288

Aside from the sample, parts of the sample environment are directly exposed289

to the incident beam, producing a substantial portion of the parasitic scattering.290

Disregarding a sample’s absorption, the amount of spurious scattering emitted291

from the SE would be constant and the signal-to-noise ratio depend solely on the292

scattering characteristics of the sample. For this reason, figures of merit instead293

of signal-to-noise ratios are employed to keep the discussion on a universal level.294

4.1. Suppression of sample environment scattering295

The analytical treatment of 3.1.1 reveals that an ORC is unable to make296

a clear distinction between the sample and the sample environment, i.e. the297
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Figure 3: Transmission tan as a function of figure of merit ⟨Gan⟩ derived from the analytical
model for collimators with 411 mm ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 578 mm and 0.4° ≤ 2α ≤ 5.0°. Unfilled dots
indicate the high-t collimators with the largest possible transmission, whereas unfilled triangles
denote low-t collimators with the smallest transmission possible for a given figure of merit.
Interstitials within the tan-⟨Gan⟩ space accounts for the intervals ∆r1,2 = 5 mm and ∆2α =
0.1° used throughout the calculations.

visibility function has a non-vanishing contribution for r > W . This becomes298

apparent by comparing Eqs. (A.1)–(A.3) since V (r) and VW (r, ϕD) are both299

functions of b0; thus, the focus of an ORC contributes to the visibility of the SE300

as well. As a consequence, background suppression is accompanied by a loss in301

signal. To address the effectiveness of an ORC, the transmission and figure of302

merit are crucial quantities, as they quantify the trajectories originating from303

the sample and their relation to the parasitic scattering.304

The formalism of the analytical model is computationally undemanding and305

a large number of ORCs with the spatial characteristics of the NEAT spec-306

trometer can be simulated. Here, the inner radius r1 must be larger than the307

sample environment used, while the sample chamber limits the outer radius r2.308

To meet the spatial requirements of the instrument, the radii were restricted to309
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the range 411 mm ≤ r1,2 ≤ 578 mm. The minimum repeat angle 2α is restricted310

by technical feasibility and is assumed to be 0.4°, corresponding roughly to the311

angular spacing realized in the D20 instrument [36]. The maximum limit of 5°312

is arbitrarily chosen, based on the fact that the collimation effect vanishes with313

increasing repeat angle. Intervals of ∆2α = 0.1° and ∆r1,2 = 5 mm with r1 < r2314

are employed to cover the parameter space homogeneously, thus modeling more315

than 2 x 104 collimators.316

Figure 3 shows the transmission as a function of the figure of merit for317

collimators with tan ? 0.8. Here, a single point represents an ORC with a318

certain set of parameters r1, r2 and 2α. The rather broad distribution reveals319

that a given figure of merit can be achieved at different transmissions. This320

allows one to distinguish between ‘high-t’ and ‘low-t’ collimators, where the321

former realize the largest possible transmission, while the latter realize the lowest322

transmission at the same figure of merit. In this spirit, Fig. 3 indicates the323

high-t collimators by unfilled dots, and low-t collimators by unfilled triangles.324

The discrepancy in transmission between high-t and low-t collimators is up to325

a few percent and, thus, rather small. However, the spread depends on the326

parameter space considered. For example, by decreasing the lower boundary327

of the radius from 411 mm to 235 mm (while keeping rSE = 122 mm), the328

discrepancies increase up to 10%, as shown in Fig. 4. A comparison of Fig. 4329

with Fig. 3 reveals that mainly the lower boundary of the covered tan-⟨Gan⟩-330

space is shifted to lower transmissions, while the upper boundary increases only331

slightly to larger transmissions. In other words, by allowing smaller radii, mostly332

inferior ORCs become accessible, revealing that an additional ORC optimized333

for smaller sample environments such as OM, OF or OS (see Table 1) would be334

of limited advantage.335

The reason for this becomes apparent when we extract recipes for designing336

collimators with the largest and smallest possible transmissions from Fig. 3. In337

Fig. 5, the parameters r1, r2 and 2α of the high-t and low-t collimators are338

plotted as functions of the figure of merit. The design of both collimator types339

follows a general principle where two parameters are fixed and the third is used340
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Figure 5: Repeat angle 2α is plotted in dependence on ⟨Gan⟩ for the high-t collimators (dots)
and low-t collimators (triangles) of Fig. 3. Inset: Inner radius r1 (unfilled symbols) and outer
radius r2 (filled symbols) are shown as functions of ⟨Gan⟩ for the high-t (dots) and low-t
(triangles) collimators of Fig. 3. Outliers and variations mainly stem from limitation and
quantization of parameter space.
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figure of merit transmission
no. r1 [mm] r2 [mm] 2α [°] 2b0 [mm] ⟨Gan⟩ ⟨Gmc⟩ tan ⟨tmc⟩
1 440 473 0.4 83.6 5.04 9.37 0.842 0.810
2 445 488 0.5 84.7 4.96 9.26 0.853 0.819
3 460 518 0.6 83.3 5.06 9.47 0.858 0.822
4 425 483 0.7 84.0 5.01 9.41 0.861 0.828
5 450 528 0.8 83.1 5.09 9.66 0.865 0.831
6 415 498 1.0 85.2 4.92 9.10 0.871 0.838
7 430 573 1.4 83.1 5.08 9.61 0.874 0.842
8 420 578 1.6 84.8 4.94 9.21 0.878 0.845

Table 2: Results of the analytical model and Vitess calculations for arbitrarily chosen colli-
mators from Fig. 3 with ⟨Gan⟩ = 5.0 ± 0.1.

to adjust the figure of merit: high-t ORCs share the longest blades possible341

and use the repeat angle to define the figure of merit, while low-t collimators342

tune ⟨Gan⟩ by increasing the outer radius and keep the repeat angle and inner343

radius as small as possible. However, a decrease in the inner radius increases344

the shadow effect of the collimator vanes [37]. This affects low-t collimators345

more than high-t collimators because low-t collimators have a larger number of346

collimator vanes due to the minimum repeat angle. As a result, the tan-⟨Gan⟩-347

space mainly increases by decreasing its lower boundary.348

Table 2 lists arbitrarily chosen collimators from Fig. 3 which realize compa-349

rable figures of merit of ⟨Gan⟩ = 5.0±0.1 by varying their design. The collimators350

share a similar maximum impact parameter b0 given in Eq. (4) and, thus, fo-351

cus on a similar area of diameter 2b0. The collimator designs were used as the352

input for Vitess simulations, and the resulting transmissions ⟨tmc⟩ and figures353

of merit ⟨Gmc⟩ complete the table. Regarding the sequence from no. 1 to 8,354

⟨tmc⟩ increases monotonically in good agreement with the tan of the analyt-355

ical model, although the transmissions of the Vitess calculations are smaller356

than their counterparts derived from the analytical model. The average figure357

of merit ⟨Gmc⟩ = 9.4 ± 0.3 taken from the Monte Carlo method is significantly358

larger than ⟨Gan⟩ as the models differ in the definition of the SE; the former359

considers an arrangement of discrete aluminum rings, while the latter assumes360
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Dots correspond to high-t collimator no. 8 while triangles denote the low-t collimator no. 1 of
Table 2. Regarding the angular dependence of VW , filled symbols indicate a detection angle of
ϕD = 90° whereas unfilled symbols indicate ϕD = 30°. Inset: In addition, collimators no. 2 to
7 (from top to bottom) of Table 2 are plotted as dashed lines for the range 0 mm ≤ r ≤ 15 mm.

a continuous region around the sample as the SE. The different treatment of361

the SE results in different absolute values of the figure of merit, but comparable362

spreads of ±3% and ±2%, respectively, reveal that the selected ORCs share the363

same figure of merit regardless of the method applied.364

No. 1 and no. 8 of Table 2 correspond to the low-t collimator and the high-t365

collimator of ⟨Gan⟩ = 5.0±0.1, respectively, whose visibility functions are plotted366

in Fig. 6. V (r) as well as VW (r) of the high-t collimator are larger than those367

of the low-t collimator, realizing a larger transmission at the same figure of368

merit, while the visibility functions of collimators no. 2–7 lie in between, shown369

as dashed lines in the inset. The transmission and figure of merit for the high-t370

as well as the low-t collimator are calculated using Vitess and are plotted as371

functions of the detection angle in Fig. 7. Both radial collimators share the372

angular dependence of the figure of merit while the transmission of the high-t373
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collimator is in general larger than the transmission of the low-t collimator, i.e.374

the former is shifted by a constant from that of the latter, in agreement with375

Fig. 6. The angular dependence of the transmission, in contrast to V (r) of Eq.376

(14), arises from the fact that in the Vitess calculations, the effective beam is377

neither ideally homogeneous nor exactly defined, as assumed by the analytical378

model. In this case, minor deviations from the ideal cause significant angle379

dependencies (see Fig. 8a of [27]). This is a consequence of the convolution of380

the triangular transmission function of Eq. (2) with the intensity distribution of381

the beam at different detection angles, where both functions are maximum at382

the centre. At smaller detection angles, the maxima of both functions overlap383

with one another to a greater extent and result in larger effective transmissions384

than at angles around 90°. As a result, the analytical model overestimates the385

transmissions tan compared to the ⟨tmc⟩ of the Vitess calculations in general,386

as Table 2 suggests.387

Fig. 8 shows the transmission as a function of the figure of merit for the388

low-t and high-t collimators derived from Fig. 3. In addition, the corresponding389

Vitess calculations are included, which confirm the discrepancy in transmis-390

sion between the high-t and low-t collimators predicted by the analytical model391

although ⟨Gmc⟩ depends significantly on the SE used. The reason for this de-392

pendence becomes apparent from Fig. 9, which plots ⟨tmc⟩ against ⟨Gmc⟩ for the393

high-t collimators for various SEs. Since the Vitess calculations employ more re-394

alistic sample environments, composed of discrete sections of matter, the figure395

of merit varies considerably with the details of the SE: ⟨Gmc⟩ is sensitive to the396

spatial distribution of matter, as the visibility function of Eq. (10) decays with r397

(see Fig. 6). The two innermost walls of the OM sample environment are more398

distant to the sample position than the walls of the other SEs do (compare rings399

no. 3 and 4 in Table 1), resulting in rather large figures of merit. However, the400

transmission of a collimator stems from the sample and, thus, is independent401

of the SE, as emphasized by the dashed line in Fig. 9 indicating the average402

transmission of collimator no. 8 of Table 2. As a result, it is convenient to dis-403

tinguish between the various high-t collimators by transmission rather than by404
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figure of merit.405

The signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore the figure of merit, are crucial quan-406

tities as long as the signal significantly exceeds the spurious SE scattering. Here,407

the maximum figure of merit is limited by the basic background level that orig-408

inates from imperfections of the instrument (e.g. dark counts), and which pre-409

vents the ORC from increasing the SNR beyond a (usually unknown) value.410

However, when the signal becomes comparable to the background, the loss in411

transmission accompanying a gain in the figure of merit has the opposite effect:412

it impedes the detection [38].413

As in the case of the simulations where the sample size is fixed, one may414

think of the sample as a small amount of the specimen of interest that is homo-415

geneously distributed in a matrix of constant volume and negligible scattering416
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characteristics, such as a dilute solution. The smallest concentration of the417

specimen whose signal can be distinguished from the background is the so-418

called detection limit ⟨CDL⟩, which is independent of the considered dimension;419

for instance, it may concern a Bragg peak along the scattering vector Q or a420

Gauss-like distribution on the time-of-flight axis.421

Assuming the background varies marginally in the vicinity of a peak, the422

detection limit ⟨CDL⟩ of the signal measured for a certain time period can be423

written as [39]424

⟨CDL⟩ = A( ⟨Is⟩
2

⟨ISE⟩
)
− 1

2

≈ A (⟨tmc⟩ ⟨Gmc⟩)−
1
2 (24)

where A is constant for the system under consideration (incorporating the prop-425

erties of the sample and the details of the detection process), and ⟨Is,SE⟩ denotes426

intensities of sample or sample environment, integrated over the detection angle427

ϕD cast as428

⟨Is,SE⟩ = ∫
ϕ2

ϕ1

Is,SE (ϕD)dϕD. (25)

Since ⟨Is⟩ and ⟨ISE⟩ both involve an integration over the detection angle ϕD429

which would prevent ⟨CDL⟩ from being expressed in terms of ⟨tmc⟩ and ⟨Gmc⟩,430

the proportionality of Eq. (24) is not strictly valid for the Monte Carlo method.431

However, throughout the simulations the dependence on ϕD is small for ⟨tmc⟩432

compared to ⟨Gmc⟩ as shown in Fig. 7 and, thus, the approximation of Eq. (24)433

is reasonable.434

Fig. 10 shows the transmission vs. (⟨tmc⟩ ⟨Gmc⟩)−1/2 and thus, as in Eq. (24),435

as a function of the detection limit. Concerning the high-t collimators under the436

OF, OS, and VM-2 sample environments, a decrease in transmission decreases437

the detection limit continually in the considered range. Under the OM sample438

environment, a reduction of transmission is accompanied by a drop in the de-439

tection limit down to a transmission of about 0.85. From there on, a decrease of440

transmission (and increase of the figure of merit) fails to improve the detection441

limit significantly. Concerning the detection limit at the same transmission, Fig.442
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10 reveals that high-t collimators (filled circles) can grant significant advances:443

up to 50% smaller concentrations can be detected compared to low-t collima-444

tors (filled triangles). However, below a transmission of about 0.82, the low-t445

collimators almost attain the detection limit of their high-t counterparts.446

Here, again one may meet the basic background level of the instrument,447

which prevents the ORC from decreasing the detection limit beyond a certain448

value; in fact, further improvement of the ORC’s figure of merit beyond this449

value would increase ⟨CDL⟩ as the background remains constant while the trans-450

mission is decreased. However, NEAT’s basic background level is expected to lie451

below the considered range due to the unperturbed flight path of the secondary452

spectrometer.453

As a result, collimator no. 8 of Table 2 with ⟨tmc⟩ ≈ 0.85 and ⟨Gmc⟩ ≈ 10454

under the OM, as the standard sample environment, can be considered to be455

close to optimal regarding the transmission and the detection limit. Following456

the recipe for designing high-t collimators derived from Fig. 5, we refine the de-457

sign to compensate for the quantization of the parameter space. Realizing the458

longest blades possible, the radii are modified to r1 = 411 mm and r2 = 578 mm459

while the repeat angle is set to 2α = 1.63°. The latter is that multiple of the460

angular detector spacing which will allow a static operation of the radial collima-461

tor where its orientation is fixed so that shadows cast from the collimator vanes462

match the gaps between detectors, which can grant another 2% in transmission.463

The vanes of the radial collimator are intended to consist of 0.1 mm thick464

Kapton foils covered on both sides by a thin layer of Gd2O3. As suggested in465

[19], the vanes that are exposed to the incident beam will be omitted since they466

are expected to be a source for spurious scattering, while their impact on the467

figure of merit is negligible at small angles.468

4.2. Suppression of detector cross-talk469

We now focus on neutrons that leave the radial collimator and head for the470

detectors. Before triggering the 3He detection process, a neutron may scatter471

at the tube’s wall. Since detectors are not exposed to the incident beam, the472
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Figure 11: Self-visibility Vs as a function of total shielding length lt for 12 module shields in
the range 0 cm ≤ li ≤ 200 cm with ∆li = 20 cm in conjunction with ORC. Unfilled dots mark
low-Vs module shields, which suppress cross-talk efficiently, i.e. shielding with the smallest Vs

at a given lt. Inset: Length of individual module shields li vs. lt for low-Vs configurations of
the main plot in the range 0 m ≤ lt ≤ 7.5 m. Module shields are numbered according to Fig.
2.

resulting spurious scattering is expected to be one or two orders of magnitude473

smaller than that of the sample environment. However, if an ORC suppresses474

the SE background, cross-talk can become a substantial part of the parasitic475

scattering, especially at detection angles around 90°, where an ORC’s figure of476

merit is maximal.477

To diminish the scattering between detectors, we consider 12 equidistant478

so-called module shields where the shields are intended for the separation of479

NEAT’s detector modules, each of them containing 32 position-sensitive 3He480

tubes. The individual length li of the module shields may vary within a con-481

figuration, but the discussion here is limited to symmetric configurations in482

which opposing shields share the same length (e.g. l1 = l12, l2 = l11, l3 = l10,483

...), sketched in Fig. 2. Since even shielding material can be a source of spuri-484
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ous scattering (particular within the neutron’s flight path), the total shielding485

length lt of a configuration of Ns shields is of interest, and can be written as486

lt =
Ns

∑
i

li (26)

provided that the height of the shields is constant and, thus, lt is proportional487

to the total shielding area; the total shielding length lt is a helpful parameter488

to avoid redundant material.489

By varying the shielding length by steps of 20 cm in the range from 0 cm490

to 200 cm, 116 configurations of module shields are explored. Fig. 11 shows491

the self-visibility Vs as a function of the total shielding length lt for module492

shields with an ORC in place. Concerning lt = 0, approximately 8% of the back-493

scattered neutrons hit the NEAT’s detector area a second time if no shielding is494

installed, which can be decreased to about 2% by employing module shields. In495

accordance with the rather broad distribution, the configurations of smallest Vs496

at a given lt are most efficient with regard to the Vs–lt ratio, and are referred497

to as ‘low-Vs configurations’, and are indicated by the unfilled dots.498

The inset of Fig. 11 shows the length of individual module shields in depen-499

dence on lt for the low-Vs configurations, and reveals that alternating pairs of500

shields play a prominent role in efficiently reducing the cross-talk. While outer501

shields no. 1–3 and 10–12 remain relatively short in the range considered, one502

of the inner shield pairs exceeds the others. With regard to the configurations503

of increasing lt, the prominent shielding pair increases continuously in length504

while its position shifts from the innermost pair no. 6, 7, through pair no. 5,505

8, to, finally, pair no. 4, 9, which reaches a minimum self-visibility at a total506

shielding length of about 7.2 m. A further increase in shielding lengths fails to507

significantly improve background suppression and, thus, the low-Vs (lt = 7.2 m)508

module shield configuration is considered to be the optimum, and is shown in509

Fig. 2.510

Apart from the layout with 12 module shields, we consider another layout511

with 415 equidistant shields, which are supposed to separate single detector512

tubes. Here, we limit the discussion to configurations in which all detector513
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Figure 12: Self-visibility vs. lt for low-Vs module shields (dots) and 415 equidistant detector
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setups with radial collimator in place. Data of low-Vs module shields are taken from Fig. 11
and from a corresponding calculation without ORC which is not presented. Inset: Vs as
functions of lt (lower abscissa) and li (upper abscissa) for 415 equidistant detector shields.

shields have the same length. Fig. 12 plots Vs as a function of the total shielding514

length lt for this layout (415 detector shields), in comparison to that for the low-515

Vs module shields. The configurations of this layout are advantageous since they516

provide a smaller Vs at a given lt than do the module shields, and realise smaller517

overall values of Vs than those of the module shields.518

The rather small cross-talk suppression through the use of ORC becomes519

a significant contribution at smaller background levels, as shown in the inset520

of Fig. 12. The reason for this becomes apparent from Fig. 13, which shows521

Vs as a function of the time-of-flight for neutrons of λ = 5.1 Å related to the522

moment of back-scattering. Regarding the detector system without shielding, Vs523

decreases with the square of the length of the trajectory, and so with the time-524

of-flight, while there are more detectors at similar distances in the vicinity and525

in the opposite site of the cylindrical setup, resulting in a slight increase of Vs526
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at larger time-of-flights. By introducing low-Vs (lt = 7.2 m) module shields, the527

greater part of the intermediate and late time-of-flight background is prevented,528

while early cross-talk, occurring in-between the shields, is barely suppressed.529

In contrast, the use of 415 closely spaced detector shields of 6 cm length only530

permits back-scattering within the same tube and from opposing detectors, as531

indicated by the non-zero values around 0 ms and 7.6 ms. The inset shows Vs532

for late neutrons in more detail, and reveals that spurious scattering arriving533

within the last 0.1 ms is avoided by placing an ORC in the centre of symmetry.534

With 415 equidistant detector shields, late neutrons make up a significant part535

of the cross-talk, whose suppression decreases Vs by about 50%.536

Regarding the setups without shielding and with 12 module shields of the537

low-Vs (lt = 7.2 m) configuration, cross-talk vanishes with time-of-flight and,538

consequently, will mainly affect the energy loss tail of the sample’s signal. With-539
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detector shields of length li = 6 cm (triangles). Open symbols refer to setups with radial
collimator while filled symbols denote setups without ORC.

out shielding, the extended time-of-flight of the cross-talk lasts up to 7.7 ms and,540

thus, contributes to energy transfers of up to 5 meV. The introduction of the 12541

low-Vs (lt = 7.2 m) module shields narrows the concerned energies to 2 meV, still542

affecting so-called quasi-elastic studies which investigate the broadening of the543

elastic line. Compared with the other, more prominent source of background,544

the impact of spurious scattering from the sample environment is limited to the545

energy transfer range of up to 1 meV. However, in contrast to the SE which is546

exposed to the incident beam and, thus, emits a constant amount of spurious547

scattering, detector cross-talk is proportional to the intensity at the detection548

area. Consequently, detector cross-talk becomes an important contribution in549

case of a scatterer with large scattering cross-section where one would expect a550

large signal-to-noise ratio from the SE. As a result, it is crucial for the quality of551

the data analysis to prevent the cross-talk between the detectors and its impact552
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on a wide scope of energy transfers.553

Fig. 14 shows Vs as a function of the detection angle, taking into account554

that the centre of the detection system is rotated horizontally by 31° relative555

to the incident beam. Without shielding, the centre of the detection system at556

31° has a maximum self-visibility, which decays as the detection angle changes,557

until it reaches a minimum at the edges ϕ1 = −83°, ϕ2 = 143°. The introduction558

of low-Vs (lt = 7.2 m) module shields suppresses the background considerably,559

while flattening the spectrum in spite of the 12 minima, which indicate the560

shield positions. With regard to the 415 equidistant detector shields of 6 cm561

length, cross-talk is further decreased, forming two levels of background. The562

larger level applies to the sides of the detection system, which are separated by563

a low-background region around the vertical symmetry axis at 31°. By placing564

an ORC, the background level at the sides is decreased, masking the direct line565

between opposing detector regions, while the low background in the centre is566

unaffected due to the absence of opposing detectors.567

In contrast to the considered model, shielding is of finite thickness and re-568

quires a gap between the detectors, which can be an important aspect beside569

the self-visibility. On the one hand, gaps will be larger for the larger module570

shields compared to the smaller detector shields, since the thickness of shields571

increases with the individual shielding length to ensure mechanical stability. On572

the other hand, one may arrange the detector tubes as close as possible in the573

region between adjacent module shields in contrast to the setup with detector574

shields, which requires gaps between all detectors. As a result, the setup with575

module shields may be advantageous, e.g. in the case of a Bragg peak covering576

the area of two or more detectors, where gaps between all detectors would lead577

to a loss of detected intensity.578

An additional consequence of the finite shielding thickness is the shadow579

effect, i.e. the shadow that a shield casts on the detectors. The width of the580

shadow increases with the thickness and the individual length of the shielding,581

i.e. to what extent the inner tip of the shielding approaches the sample. With582

regard to smaller shields of up to a few centimetres in length, the shadowed583
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region is covered by the already neutron insensitive wall of the adjacent detector584

tubes that are located next to the shielding, and usually are about 0.5 mm585

thick. Moreover, if the detection angle covers both sides of the beam, one can586

offset the angular positions of the tubes at one side relative to the other to587

achieve an asymmetric arrangement of opposing tubes, as realised in NEAT.588

This arrangement would compensate for shadow effects or neutron insensitive589

regions and cover the Q-space continuously.590

As a consequence of these considerations, NEAT relies on the setup of 415591

equidistant detector shields with li = 6 cm, whose length is rather an arbitrary592

choice based on cross-talk suppression, technical feasibility and handling of the593

detectors during the installation and maintenance. This shielding arrangement594

is expected to decrease the self-visibility of NEAT’s detector system to approxi-595

mately 0.1% if an ORC is in place and, thus, will reduce the cross-talk to about596

one-eightieth of its previous level.597

5. Summary598

In this paper, the suppression of spurious neutron scattering for the time-599

of-flight spectrometer NEAT was investigated. Two presumptive sources of600

background were identified, and two corresponding kinds of shielding have been601

studied. On the one hand, a radial collimator can be employed to mask the scat-602

tering from the sample environment, while, on the other hand, detector shielding603

has been designed to prevent the cross-talk of the radial detector system.604

Although some approaches have already been applied to tailor a radial col-605

limator to an instrument’s needs, there has been a lack of a general concept to606

determine its parameters. Even if we assume infinitesimally thin blades, there607

remain three parameters which have to be defined: the inner radius, the outer608

radius, and the repeat angle. In some cases [19, 27], the maximum divergence609

b0 of a neutron’s trajectory that can pass the collimator vanes has served as a610

selection criterion parameter. However, there are many ways to realize the same611

value of b0, such as, for instance, choosing long collimator vanes in combination612

with a large repeat angle, or smaller vanes with a smaller repeat angle.613
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By slightly changing the analytical model of Copley et al. [27], it was shown614

that although radial collimators share the same b0 and the same ability to sup-615

press parasitic scattering from the sample environment, they differ in transmis-616

sion, i.e. in the ability to let pass scattering from the sample. Since transmission617

affects the measurement time directly, it is used as a second selection criterion618

to narrow the parameter space significantly. By considering the detection limit619

as a third criterion, which in fact can be expressed as a function of the former620

two, the three parameters of the ORC are optimized in the sense of SE scat-621

tering suppression, transmission, and the detection limit. However, an ORC’s622

ability to suppress parasitic scattering as well as the resulting detection limit are623

sensitive to details of the sample environment used, limiting the optimization624

to NEAT’s default setup.625

Regarding the second main source of background, detector shielding was626

investigated for the suppression of the cross-talk between the detectors. By627

means of a Monte Carlo algorithm, the self-visibility of the detection area has628

been computed for two basic layouts of equidistant shields. The layouts differ in629

the number of shields: the first arrangement comprises 12 module shields, but630

the second consists of 415 detector shields. The configuration of 415 detector631

shields proves to be advantageous as it provides a lower level of cross-talk while632

using the same total amount of shielding material. Moreover, it has been found633

that a radial collimator prevents cross-talk between opposing detector parts,634

which are hard to suppress by detector shielding. As a result, an ORC’s impact635

on the reduction of cross-talk becomes more significant the more efficient are636

the detector shields.637

While this design of detector shielding is expected to apply to instruments of638

similar geometry, the optimization of the oscillating radial collimator is specific639

to the sample environment used. However, the fact that ORCs of comparable640

collimation differ in transmission is fundamental.641
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AppendixA.756

Consider a specific setup of the instrument with W , rSE = constant. In this757

case the denominator of Eq. (18) is constant and, thus, Gan(ϕD) depends on758

QW (ϕD) of Eq. (16). The latter is defined by V (r) and VW (r, ϕD) which both759

involve an integration over ψ with t(b) as the integrand.760

Assuming a negligible vane thickness of δ ≡ 0 and, thus, t0 = 1, t(b) of Eq.761

(2) is a function of b0. Consequently, V (r) of Eq. (6) can be cast as [27]762

V (r) = 2

π
[ψb +

r(cosψb − 1)
b0

] (A.1)

while VW (r, ϕD) of Eq. (10) may be written as [27]763

VW (r, ϕD) =
2

∑
l=1
H (ψ+l − ψ−l ) [f(ψ+l ) − f(ψ−l )] (A.2)

with

f(ψ+/−l ) =
1

π
∫

ψ
+/−
l

0
t(b)dψ,

= 1

π

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψ
+/−
l +

r(cosψ+/−l − 1)
b0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (A.3)

Comparing Eqs. (A.1)–(A.3) reveals that the quotient of V (r) and VW (r, ϕD)764

and, thus, Gan(r, ϕD) is a function of b0 (apart from the dependence on ϕD765

through VW ).766
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The dependence of VW (r, ϕD) on the detection angle ϕD is given through767

∂f(ψ+/−l )
∂ϕD

= 1

π

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂ψ
+/−
l

∂ϕD
+ r

b0

∂(cosψ+/−l )
∂ϕD

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.4)

where ψ
+/−
l is either ±ψb or of the form a − ϕD with a = ±ψW , π ± ψW ; see Eq.768

(12). The former value is a function of b0 and is independent of ϕD, while the769

latter results in770

∂f(ψ+/−l )
∂ϕD

= a
π
[1 − r

b0
sin (ϕD − a)] (A.5)

where b0 arises as a factor for the sinusoidal dependence on the detection angle.771

However, even for collimator vanes of finite thickness the impact of t0 on772

Eqs. (A.1)–(A.5) is usually rather small compared to b0 and, thus, the maxi-773

mum impact parameter b0 governs the figure of merit and its dependence on774

the detection angle (e.g. shown in Fig. 7 for ⟨Gmc⟩ derived from the Vitess775

calculations).776
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